To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-745-4342
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Wednesday Aug. 20, 2014
Subject: Ferguson, MO – the reality
What you need to know, Sheriff, is what is actually happening in Ferguson, who's bringing it about and
why, and what happens here if this spreads to places like Pueblo, or Trinidad.
If the Ferguson disruption spreads to more minority occupied neighborhoods in the US, the oppression
will probably continue all over the US against tea party members, anyone publicly against tyranny, the
press, veterans, and innocent civilians who own guns.
Recently, legitimate press have been arrested in Ferguson for no other reason than that they are press,
and photo equipment was dismantled in other instances. Serious First Amendment violations.
Sheriff, I call your attention to a 132-page document, titled U.S. Army Techniques Publication 3-39.33: Civil
Disturbances, that was written, coincidentally a few months before the Ferguson Mo incidents, in April 2014. It
describes the deployment of a “lethal response” directed against “unarmed civilians,” including “sniper
response” and “small arms direct fire.” This is very important: LETHAL RESPONSE AGAINST UNARMED
CIVILIANS.
If you have any doubt that the US Federal Government, directed by the NWO, with puppets Clinton, Bush, and
now Obama have been preparing for martial law throughout the US, why all the armored vehicles? Why have
more than 2 billion bullets been stockpiled for domestic use? Why military training for gun confiscation in the
US? Terry M. Hestilow, a retired Army Captain, has stated, “...recent appropriation of weapons by the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) ...can only be understood as a bold threat of war by that agency...
against the citizens of the United States of America,”That fact is not a new discovery. It's old news. New World
Order (NWO) controlled MSNBC, Ed Schultz, recently talked propaganda about needing military gear for “antigovernment” groups, which translates to everyone who opposes tyranny.
An Agent Provacateur is someone who deceitfully provokes a force. In MO, now, there are such agents. They
come from outside the area, and deliberately go against the police and other forces. They are from the Federal
Government, acting like they are protesting and part of the crowd. The “Black Panthers” in Ferguson are
probably nearly all Federal Officers. Now, supposedly non-government KKK members are involved.
So, what do you have to do with all this now? You represent the people, and we both know that the people of
Huerfano County do not want tyranny. True, many of them have no idea what is happening. Their brains are
numbed by TV cartoons that people call “news.” But, you represent them, and are their public servant. At the
time we faced tyrannical threats to gun rights a year ago, you stood up for the people.
If this becomes a US martial law situation, it will be too late. We need to be proactive, now. Every Sheriff, every
cop, and every Police Chief needs to know the truth, and loudly proclaim the facts, as so many Sheriffs did last
year. With such huge awareness and opposition, the Federal Government will stop pursuing the agenda.

